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ABSTRACT
Recently, manned space capsules have been recognized as beneficial and
reasonable human space vehicles again. The Dragon capsule already achieved several
significant successes. The Orion capsule is going to be sent to a high-apogee orbit
without crews for experimental purposes in September 2014. For such human-rated space
capsules, the study of acceleration impacts against the human body during splashdown is
essential to ensure the safety of crews. Moreover, it is also known that wearing a full
pressure rescue suit significantly increases safety of a crew, compared to wearing a
partial pressure suit. This is mainly because it enables the use of a personal life support
system independently in addition to that which installed in the space vehicle. However, it
is unclear how the inflation of the full pressure suit due to pressurization affects the crew
safety during splashdown, especially in the case of the new generation manned space
vehicles.
Therefore, the purpose of this work is to investigate the effect of the suit inflation
on crew safety against acceleration impact during splashdown. For this objective, the
displacements of the safety harness in relation with the suit, a human surrogate, and the
crew seats during pressurizing the suit in order to determine if the safety and survivability
of a crew can be improved by wearing a full pressure suit.
For these tests, the DL/H-1 full pressure IVA suit, developed by Pablo de Leon
and Gary L. Harris, will be used. These tests use image analysis techniques to determine
the displacements. It is expected, as a result of these tests, that wearing a full pressure suit
xv

will help to mitigate the impacts and will increase the safety and survivability of a crew
during landing since it works as a buffer to mitigate impact forces during splashdown.
This work also proposes a future plan for sled test experiments using a sled
facility such as the one in use by the Civil Aerospace Medical Institute (CAMI) for
experimental validation of the work presented as part of this thesis.

xvi

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Research Context
After the end of space shuttle era, manned space capsules have been recognized as
practical and useful manned space transportation again. For instance, the Dragon, which
is a first U.S. commercial reusable spacecraft developed by SpaceX, an American private
space transportation company, already achieved several significant successes. In
December 2010, the Dragon made a world first success of a private unmanned maiden
flight. In May 2012, an unmanned variant of the Dragon also made an intense success of
rendezvous with the International Space Station (ISS) as a first commercial spacecraft. In
October 2012, The Dragon began regular cargo flights under contraction with NASA.
SpaceX is now additionally developing a manned variant of the Dragon. As is shown in
Figure 1 (a), it will be able to carry up to seven astronauts to and from low Earth orbit.
The other examples are The Orion multi-purpose crew vehicle (MPCV) and Crew Space
Transportation (CST)-100. The Orion has been developed by Lockheed Martin for NASA
as a manned spacecraft capable of exploring beyond low earth orbit. Actually, The Orion
is expected to be used for crewed missions to the International Space Station, the Moon,
asteroids, and Mars. As is shown in Figure 1 (b), it will be able to carry up to six
astronauts. The Orion is now scheduled to be sent to a high-apogee orbit without crews
for experimental purposes at the beginning of 2014. It will be first test flight for the Orion.
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On the other hand, CST-100 is a commercial manned spacecraft being developed by
Boeing and Bigelow Aerospace, supported by Commercial Crew Development (CCDev).
Figure 2 shows images of IVA full pressure suits being developed currently for
the manned space reentry capsules. Such current IVA suits have proven technologies, e.g.,
heat removal capability by liquid and air cooling system, non-flammability by selection
of materials, appropriate emergency O2 supply, mobility, and operability (Ferl, Hewes,
Cadogan, Graziosi, Splawn, 2006; Gil, Graziosi, Daniel, & Dub, 2009). For such manned
space capsules, since it is widely known that G-load of reentry capsule while landing is
much higher than that of the space shuttle, the impact acceleration study against the
crewmember during landing is very critical to ensure their safety (Parker & West, 1973).
However, the know-how for human/suit/vehicle system integrated risk analysis against
the impact acceleration is still limited because each system traditionally has been
developed and/or researched independently (FAA, 2011; Radford, Parthasaratyt, Kosarek,
Watkins, & Santini, 2011). Although NASA now possesses the advanced crew escape
suit (ACES), used on launching and landing with the space shuttle, it is very questionable
if this does work in the case of landing with the capsule, since the ACES was not
expected to be used with the capsule (Thomas & McMann, 2011). Besides, NASA used
to develop another type of spacesuits, called the Constellation spacesuit, as a part of the
Constellation project; however, due to the cancellation of the project, it is unclear what it
is going on now (Dub & McFarland, 2010; McFarland, 2011). Therefore, it is highly
beneficial to conduct an acceleration study of a new IVA spacesuit that is compatible to
the capsule landing.

2

Moreover, as is revealed by the past reentry accidents, it is certain that wearing a
full pressure rescue suit significantly increases safety of a crew, compared to wearing a
partial pressure suit. This is mainly because it enables the use of a personal life support
system independently in addition to that which installed in the space vehicle. However, it
is unclear how the full pressure suit affects the acceleration impacts during splashdown,
especially in the case of new-generation reentry space vehicles such as the Dragon and
Orion capsules.

(a)

Credit: SpaceX

(b)

Credit: NASA

Figure 1. Cabin accommodations of the Dragon and Orion capsules. (a) The Dragon is
designed to be capable of accommodating at most seven passengers during ascent and
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descent. (b) The Orion is capable to send up to six astronauts to low earth orbit at a same
time. Adapted from http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2172434/Anothersmall-step-Nasa-unveils-Orion-capsule-bound-astronauts-Mars.html.

(a)
Credit: NASA

(b)
Credit: FFD

(c)
Credit: David
Clark
Company

(d)
Credit: ILC
Dover

(e)
Credit: Orbital
Outfitters

Figure 2. Selected images of current IVA full pressure suits. (a) is Modified ACES; (b) is
FFD’s new-gen. IVA suit; (c) is Contingency Hypobaric Astronaut Protective Suit; (d) is
I-C2 Suit; (e) is IS3.

Statement of Problem
Therefore, this research is attempted to determine if the safety and survivability of
an astronaut can be improved by wearing a full pressure suit since it works as a buffer to
mitigate impact forces during splashdown or if the gap due to the suit inflation could
induce serious injury. This suit inflation issue is very unique to Space transportation,
unlike automobiles and airplanes because of the usage of the full-pressure suit. Some
researchers found that severe and persistent pain was experienced by human volunteers as
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a result of experimentation with a loose seat belt, although it is still not clear if a loose
seat belt is appropriately analogous to the suit inflation (Stapp & Taylor, 1964). Figure 3
shows simplified schematics of suit inflation. For that objective, an acceleration study is
performed by implementing two types of experiments for the study of the suit inflation
effect on impact acceleration on a crew: static and dynamic suit inflation tests. The static
suit inflation test focuses on the observation of the interaction between the suit, restraints,
crew seat under static environment (no impact acceleration applied) in order to expand
the Brinkley Dynamic Response criteria, which is currently used by NASA for the crew
injury risk assessment for landing impact, by quantification of the suit inflation. More
precisely, the question is whether quantification of the suit inflation in relation with
displacement of the suit surface and pressure difference between inside of the suit and
ambient environment reveals integrated characteristics of the suit, seat, and restraint
configurations. The dynamic suit inflation test focuses on the dynamic movement of
human body inside the suit under the impact acceleration. The dynamic test is carried out
as an impact sled test that simulates G-load scenarios of these capsules during
splashdown. There are two scenarios to be simulated: nominal and off-nominal G-load
scenarios. Input parameters of the sled tests for both cases are determined by mining
historical data. These static and dynamic tests use an anthropometric dummy wearing a
full pressure IVA suit.
Scope and Limitation
Historically, NASA has been diligently working on crew protection for space
vehicles and has developed various methods to assess injury risk on the crews. Many risk
factors are involved in acceleration studies, so that various test methods exists Figure 4
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shows the structural concept of acceleration studies for crew protection. Since each
method shown in Figure 4 has both advantages and disadvantages, Comparison with the
results from other methods or validation process is necessary in order to establish
comprehensive injury assessment, i.e., it is strongly required to carry out an acceleration
study with at least two methods for comparison.

0

0

Conservative rectangular seat
(like Apollo)

Molded seat (like Soyuz)

Figure 3. Cross-sectional view on chest region of the crew wearing a full-pressure IVA
suit with a seat and restraints. It shows anticipated difference between conservative
rectangular seat and molded seat. The usage of the molded seat could induce bigger gaps
than the conservative rectangular seat.

Therefore, in this paper, the Brinkley numerical criteria and physical ATD
(Anthropometric Test Device) criteria are chosen as assessment methods. Main reasons
for this are listed below:
Ÿ

It is of necessity to implement experiments beyond human tolerance level.
6

Ÿ

Repeatability of experiment is required.

Ÿ

Technology readiness level is very high, so that these methods are trustful.

Ÿ

NASA is now mainly using Brinkley numerical model with physical /numerical ATD
crash test method as a supplementary test to make a baseline of landing operation by
NASA.

Limitations are listed below:
Ÿ

It is not possible to observe physiologic responses and actual injuries even though it
is reasonably possible to estimate them by physical ATD injury criteria.

Ÿ

Human Factors (age, gender, and anthropometry) are not considered on this paper.
Both physical ATD and Brinkley model do not allow inclusion of those factors into
the risk evaluation due to their nature. Although ATD can include the factor,
anthropometry, into its evaluation; however, in the case of this research, the
dimension of the IVA suit does not allow us to use other 5 or 95 percentile human
surrogates. Therefore, only 50 percentile human surrogate is used on our experiment.

Ÿ

The Brinkley model originally cannot distinguish types, severities, and anatomical
locations of injuries, but only can provide the risk of any injury because the model
does not take into account relative movements of individual body components with
respect to the body center of mass.

Ÿ

The values of dynamic responses originally cannot be corrected by improvements of
restraints, seat configurations, and IVA space suits because applicable configurations
of the seat, restraint, and helmet (suit is not specified) are completely defined so that
limited.
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: Focuses of Research 㻌

Validation
&㻌Feed back㻌

Iteration &㻌
Sophistication㻌

Selection of a Method &㻌Risk Factors

De-orbit burn
Entry

Landing Recovery
Re
Decent

Post-landing

Return Operation Sequence

Figure 4. Philosophy of crew protection against impact acceleration during capsule
landing. PMHS stands for Post Mortem Human Surrogate. ATD represents
Anthropomorphic Test Device. No method can consider all of the risk factors above since
each method has limitations. Therefore, it is necessary to compare with each result from
each method in order to accomplish comprehensive injury risk assessment.
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Table 1
Applicable Scope of Each Test Method for Crew Injury Assessment during Landing
Numerical Simulation
Human
Human
PMHS Exposure ATD Animal Brinkley ATD Human
Volunteer
Data
Model Model Model
Injury Risk Factors
Accel. Profile
Nc
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Space Suit &
Nc
Pd
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Helmet
Restraint System
Nc
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
c
Seat Design
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
c
Anthropometry
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
b
c
Age
P
N
N
N
N
N
Pg
Y
Gender
Nc
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Crew
N
Pb
Nc
N
N
N
Pg
Y
Decondition
Injury Assessments
Anatomical
Location of
PYe
N
N
PYe
Y
Y
Y
Y
Injury
Injurious Testing
Na
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
a
Severity of Injury PY
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Physiologic
PYa
N
N
Yf
N
N
Y
Y
Response
Possibility of
PYa
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Injury
Direct
N
N
N
N
Observation of
Y
Y
Y
Y
Injury
TRL
H
H
H
H
H
H
M
L
Note. Adapted from Caldwell, Gernhardt, Somers, Younker, & Newby, 2012. Y stands
for “yes”; N stands for “no”; P stands for “potentially possible”; PY stands for “partially
yes”; TRL represents Technology Readiness Level; H means high; M means moderate; L
means Low. Y, P, and PY are shown in boldface. aTests with human voluteers cannot be
implemented at injurious level, so that moderate and high risks of injury is hard to
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estimate. bThey are possible; however, very hard because of a limited number of PMHS.
c

The data is corrected from various fields, e.g., Automotive Racing, Military Aircraft, and

very limited number of Spaceflight. dIt has never been done. This is the main focus of this
paper. eATDs are usually manufactured endurable enough to be used repeatedly; thus,
their anatomical characteristics are modestly different from real human. fThe results from
Past tests with animals are still valuable resources to see physiologic responses of live
creatures since injurious tests with live humans are not allowed. gCurrent models have not
been considered those factors; however, could be modified in the future.
Thesis Outline
In chapter II, historical accidents in space capsule landings, basics of acceleration
studies, and the Brinkley criteria are discussed. Chapter III explains experiment methods
for both static and dynamic suit inflation tests in detail. Chapter IV shows the results of
the static suit inflation test. Chapter V is a discussion part. Chapter VI is conclusion and
recommendation part.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Basics of Acceleration Study
Acceleration Terminology for Capsule Reentry
This section provides the acceleration terminology modified for capsule reentry
vehicles, which is shown in Figure 5, Table 2, and Table 3. The terminology is developed
based on traditional standards recommended by the Biodynamics Committee of
Aerospace Medical Panel at Advisory Group of Aerospace Research and Development,
AGARD, (Figure 6 and 7) and identification of vehicle profile for Apollo capsules
(Figure 8).
Historically the acceleration terminology in aerospace field was firstly defined in
1961 based on aviation description, which was formed by the Biodynamics Committee of
Aerospace Medical Panel, AGARD (Calvin & Gazenko, 1975). However, when the
terminology was applied to space capsule vehicles and other vehicles such as rotorcrafts
and VTOL aircrafts, it caused several confusions and mismatches because there are some
differences between aircrafts and space vehicles, e.g., flight pass, and allocations of
occupant seats and occupants themselves inside of vehicles (AGARD, 1971). For
instance, aerospace scientists working on landing dynamics with Apollo mock up applied
their own terminology into their acceleration researches (e.g., +normal, longitudinal, and
transverse accelerations), which is shown in Figure 8 (Stubbs, 1967). Therefore, in order
to generalize and make easily understandable, the Committee on Acceleration of the
11

Vehicle Coordinate System㻌

+ax㻌
Vehicle c.g㻌

g
ሶ

vh

ሶ

vv
Flight path㻌
Sea
System of Inertia
(Earth surface fixed)㻌

System I㻌

+az㻌
+ay㻌

ሶ

Biodynamics Coordinate System㻌
Headward
Backward
somersault

Head
right
cartwheel
R. lateral

+Az㻌

ɘሶ z

+Ay㻌

ɘሶ y

Forward

ɘሶ x

Left twist
System II㻌

+Gy㻌

㻌

System III㻌

ሶy

+Gx㻌
+Ax㻌

ሶx

ሶz

+Gz㻌

System IV㻌

Figure 5. Schematic diagrams of coordinate systems on acceleration study for space
capsule vehicles. c.g. = center of gravity of a capsule vehicle; vv = vertical velocity of a
capsule vehicle; vh = horizontal velocity. Both of velocities are observed and measured
from Earth surface. Vehicle coordinate system (system I) is for the vehicle’s attitude
control. System II represents directions of applied forces or resulting accelerations on
human body. Seat coordinate system (system III) is applied for acceleration measurement
on impact sled tests. Human Coordinate System (system IV) is used to describe inertial
resistances and kinetic movements of human body.
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Aerospace Medical Panel of AGARD revised and produced the acceleration terminology
for general aerospace vehicle in 1971 (AGARD, 1971). Thus, most of the terminology in
this paper (Figure 8, Table 2 and 3) is adapted from that revised version.
In addition, occupant seat fixed reference frame (system III in Figure 8) is also
included into the terminology in this paper in order to match with the instrumental and
computational condition of the impact sled test. Since the accelerations observed by an
instrumental ATD during the sled test are computationally processed then outputted, the
reference frame has to be right-hand system due to mathematical consistency; however,
the reference system indicating the direction of applied force to human body in the
revised AGARD definition (Figure 7) is “left-hand” system. It had been already pointed
out in the early days that this could cause uncomfortability on theoretical mechanics and
biodynamics for impact acceleration study (Thomas, 1971).

Table 2
Acceleration Terminology for General Aerospace Vehicles (System I)
Linear Motions of Vehicles
Descriptive Terms
Accel. Symbols
Noseward
+ax
Tailward
-ax
Floorward
+az
Ceilingward
-az
To Starboard
+ay
To Port
-ay

Radial Motions of Vehicles
Descriptive Terms
Accel. Symbols
Right Roll
+ሶ
Left Roll
-ሶ
Right Yaw
+ሶ
Left Yaw
-ሶ
Positive Pitch
+ሶ
Negative Pitch
-ሶ

Note. Accel. = acceleration. Adapted from AGARD, 1971.
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Table 3
Acceleration Terminology for Biodynamic Systems (System II, III, and IV)
Directions of applied forces
Descriptive Accel. symbols
terms (sys. II)
(sys.III)
Forward

+Ax

Backward

-Ax

Headward
Footward
Rightward
Leftward
Left twist
Right twist
Head right
cartwheeling
Head left
cartwheeling
Forward
somersault
Backward
somersault

+Az
-Az
-Ay*
+Ay*
+ɘሶ
-ɘሶ
+ɘሶ
+ɘሶ

-ሶ*ܡ

+ሶ*ܠ

Inertial Resultant G-load on Body (sys. IV)
Physiological
Vernacular
Physiological terms
symbols descriptive terms
Transverse A-P, Supine
+Gx
Eyeballs in
or Chest-back G
Transverse P-A, Prone
-Gx
Eyeballs out
or Back-chest G
Positive G
+Gz
Eyeballs down
Negative G
-Gz
Eyeballs up
L. Lateral G
+Gy*
Eyeballs left
R. Lateral G
-Gy*
Eyeballs right
Heart twists right
+ሶ
ሶ
Heart twists left
-
T.O.H. tilts
+ሶ
toward left
T.O.H. tilts
-ሶ
toward right
T.O.H. tilts
+܀ሶ*ܡ
toward supine
T.O.H. tilts
-܀ሶ*ܡ
toward sternum

Note. A-P stands for anterior-posterior; P-A stands for posterior-anterior; Sys. = system;

T.O.H. = top of heart. Large letter G is used as unit to express whole body acceleration in
multiples of the acceleration of gravity, 9.80665 m/s2 or 32.1739 ft/s2. System I-IV are
shown in Figure 5. *signs in Y-axis in system III are opposite from those in system IV
due to mathematical consistency. Adapted from AGARD, 1971.
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Figure 6. Diagrammatic representation of acceleration terminology in aviation. Adapted
from Calvin & Gazenko, 1975.

㻌 㻌L
.

R

+

㻌
䠉

㻌
Figure 7. Diagrammatic representation of acceleration terminology in general
transportation. Adapted from AGARD, 1971.
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+X-axis (roll)
+Normal accel.

Parachute riser
㻌

c.g.
㻌

+ Angular accel.
㻌

+Longitudinal
accel.

Negative
pitch
attitude
+Z-axis

+Z-axis (yaw)

Landing surface

Flight path
o

Roll attitude, 0
㻌

+Y-axis (pitch)
+Transverse accel.
㻌
Top view㻌

+X-axis
㻌

Parachute riser
㻌

+ Angular accel.
㻌
+Longitudinal
accel.
Negative pitch attitude
+Z-axis
Flight path Landing surface
Roll attitude, 180o
㻌

Figure 8. Schematics identifying acceleration axes for Apollo Capsule Vehicle. c.g. =
center of gravity. Adapted from Stubbs, 1967.

Impact versus Sustained Accelerations
Figure 9 shows trapezoidal acceleration profile and indicates acceleration
parameters. Impact acceleration is defined as one whose peak duration is shorter than 500
ms (Parker & West, 1973). Whereas sustained acceleration has longer peak duration than
500 ms. Faster on/offset rates could cause serious tissue injury.
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Peak of impact acceleration

Peak duration

On/Offset rate

Total acceleration duration

Figure 9. Acceleration profile parameters.

Human Acceleration Tolerance Level
Table 4 shows the human tolerance limits for typical aircraft crash pulses along
seat local axis, for a tough young male. These values provide a basic outline of the
acceptable level of acceleration for a human during a typical crash; however, the time
duration of the applied acceleration was not specified (Tabiei, Lawrence, &Fasanella,
2009). Figure 10 shows the baseline of crew acceleration limits for Apollo Command
Modules in 1960-70s. The time duration of the applied acceleration was not specified
either; however, it is obvious that NASA did set lower limitations for the Apollo
Command Modules than those for the typical aircraft crash pulses. Figure 11 to 15
introduce proposed tolerance limits of the human for sustained accelerations in
Constellation Program. As is seen from these figures, the longer the acceleration
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durations are, the lower the limits become. Figure 16 and 17 show tolerance curves for
human against impact accelerations investigated by Martin Eiband in 1950-60s.

Figure 10. Human acceleration limits at various angles. These diagrams were made for
Apollo project. Adapted from Purser, 1964.

Table 4
Human Tolerance Limits to Typical Aircraft Clash Acceleration
Direction of Acceleration Force
Inertial Response
Headward (+Gz)
Eyeballs Down
Tailward (-Gz)
Eyeballs Up
Lateral Right (+Gy)
Eyeballs Left
Lateral Left (-Gy)
Eyeballs Right
Back to Chest (+Gx)
Eyeballs-in
Chest to Back (-Gx)
Eyeballs-out
Note. Adapted from Tabiei, Lawrence, &Fasanella, 2009.
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Tolerance Limit (G)
25
15
20
20
45
45

Figure 11. Human acceleration tolerance limits in +Gx direction for sustained
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Dory, 2006.

Figure 12. Human acceleration tolerance limits in -Gx direction for sustained
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Dory, 2006.
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Figure 13. Human acceleration tolerance limits in +Gz direction for sustained
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Dory, 2006.

Figure 14. Human acceleration tolerance limits in -Gz direction for sustained
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Dory, 2006.
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Figure 15. Human acceleration tolerance limits in +/-Gy direction for sustained
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Dory, 2006.

Figure 16. Eiband human acceleration tolerance curve in +Gx direction for impact
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Parker & West, 1973.
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Figure 17. Eiband human acceleration tolerance curve in -Gx direction for impact
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Parker & West, 1973.

Figure 18. Eiband human acceleration tolerance curve in +Gz direction for impact
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Parker & West, 1973
.
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Figure 19. Eiband human acceleration tolerance curve in -Gz direction for impact
accelerations set in the Constellation Program. Adapted from Parker & West, 1973.

Reentry Accidents in History
In the history of human spaceflight, various types of reentry accidents
unfortunately occurred. While some of them happened during water recovery phase,
other of them happened during descending phase. However, this section focuses on
accidents happening during descending phase in off-nominal G-load landing scenarios
and life-support equipment failures, since prevention of these two major emergencies are
strong requirements for full-pressurized IVA suit to improve the crew’s survivability.
First, statistic overview of reentry accidents is referred. Thereafter, the following
missions are introduced: Soyuz 1, Soyuz 11, Soyuz 5, Apollo 15, Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project (ASTP), and Space Shuttle Colombia. Then, at the end of this chapter, the lessons
learned from these accidents are discussed.
Statistic Overview
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Russia has had 4 fatalities, 1 permanent disablement, 1 moderate injury, and 13
minor injuries in history as is seen in Table 5. The U.S. fortunately has never experienced
any injury. One injury actually happened during Apollo program; however, it was not
attributed to landing.

Table 5
Number of Injuries during Soyuz Abort and Landing
Life
Threatening or
Fatal Injuries
7K-OK
10
22
1
0
0
1(4)*
7K-TM
29
56
3
0
0
1
T
15
38
4
0
0
0
TM
33
90
3
0
0
0
TMA
22
65
2
1
0
0
TMA-M 3
9
0
0
0
0
Total
112
283
13
1
0
2(5)*
Note. * Soyuz 11 Loss of Crew (three cosmonauts) is counted separately because it was
Soyuz
type

Number of
Flights

Number of
Crews

Minor
Injuries

Moderate
Injuries

Severe
Injuries

not due to landing impact. Adapted from Caldwell, Gernhardt, Somers, Younker, &
Newby, 2012.

Individual Accidents
Russia
Soyuz 1. During reentry phase, Soyuz 1 was lost and Col. Vladimir Komarov,
who was the pilot of the spacecraft, died due to parachute system failure. As soon as the
Soyuz 1 separated from its carrier rocket, Komarov encountered various and enormous
troubles in preparing for its orbital operations, eventually resulting in requiring him to
perform a manual reentry maneuver, which was the most difficult operation in his flight.
However, he did complete this operation successfully under the extremely stressful
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condition. Most of flight controllers and officials felt relief. They thought reentry process
was not as severe as the difficulties that he overwhelmed because the Soyuz 1 was
installed multiple parachutes (main and back up ones). However, it was crashed on the
ground at the velocity of 144 km/h because the main parachute failed to be pulled out by
the drogue parachute and, even though the back up one worked properly, it became
intertwined with the drogue parachute so that it could not deploy either (Shayler, 2000).

Figure 20. The crash site of Soyuz 1. Credit: RKK Energia

Soyuz 11. Three cosmonauts Lt. Col. Georgiy Dobovolskiy, Vladislav Volkov,
and Viktor Patsayev died for the spacecraft depressurization during reentry. After
completing the Soyuz 11/Salyut 1 mission, lasting more than 23 days, the three
cosmonauts were in a process of the return of Soyuz 11 from Salyut 1. However, a
ventilation valve, located in the interface ring between the orbital module and the descent
module of Soyuz 11, opened accidentally during the pyrotechnic separation of the two
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modules. It occurred at 168 km altitude because the force due to the separation caused the
ventilation valve to release, even though the valve should have opened just before landing
in order to adjust the inside pressure of the capsule. It was confirmed by later
investigations that the cosmonauts were unconscious in 10㸫15 seconds and died within
50 seconds (Shayler, 2000). Therefore, even if it could be possible for them to notice the
problem, 10㸫15 seconds seemed to be too short to detect the source of the problem and
resolve it. Because of this failure, the Soviet/Russian no longer allowed cosmonauts to
ascend and descend without full-pressurized spacesuits.

Figure 21. Scene that a physician was doing life-saving maneuver to unconscious
cosmonaut. However, all of the crewmembers were gone in spite of the maneuver.
Adapted from http://www.svengrahn.pp.se.

Soyuz 5. In January 19, 1969, cosmonaut Boris Volynov had a near-fatal
experience during his return to earth because of the overheat of the descent module,
derived from the failure to separate it from the Equipment module. Actually, although
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Soyuz 5 was launched with three cosmonauts including him, he was alone when he
returned since the other two cosmonauts Alexei Yeliseyev and Yevgeni Khrunov
transferred from Soyuz 5 to Soyuz 4 during this mission. After the completion of
jettisoning the orbital module, he was then commanding to separate from the equipment
module; however, it failed due to incorrect fire of explosive bolts. Thus, the reentry
capsule was forced to enter in descent path with opposite posture, so that heat shield did
not work. Fortunately, he did not die; however, it could have result in the burn death of
him.
United States
Apollo 15. In August 7, 1971, three astronauts David Scott, James Irwin, Alfred
Worden experienced a hard sea landing due to the failure to deploy one of parachutes.
Since the reentry vehicle had three parachutes to be deployed, the landing scenario was
not fatal case but off nominal. Landing velocity with two parachutes was 35 km/h, which
was 5 km/h faster than that with three parachutes.
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP). In July 24, 1975, the crew in ASTP capsule
faced air contamination by toxic gases, produced by reaction control system (RCS),
during descending phase. This happened because RCS exhaust gases entered into the
capsule through air intake after releasing a cabin pressure relief valve (Shayler, 2000).
Even though it was not fatal, Astronauts Tom Stafford, Vance Brand, and Donald Slayton
received eye and skin irritations, and breathing difficulty. Actually, it degraded the
crew’s communication capacity and visibility, resulting in negative affect on manual
descending and landing maneuvers.
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Space Shuttle Columbia. In February 1, 2003, The Space Shuttle Columbia
disaster happened, which killed all seven crewmembers. During launch, a piece of foam
insulation broke off from the Space Shuttle external tank and struck the left wing. When
the Shuttle reentered the atmosphere, the damage allowed hot gases to penetrate and
destroy the internal wing structure, which rapidly caused the spacecraft to break up
(NASA, 2008). The Colombia crew survival investigation team concluded that the
Columbia accident was not survivable (NASA, 2008). The team also identified five
events with lethal potential during this disaster. The first event was depressurization of
the crew module, which started at or shortly after orbiter breakup. The second one was
unconsciousness of crewmembers exposed to a dynamic rotating load environment with
non-conformal helmets and a lack of upper body restraint. The third one was separation
from the crew module and the seats with associated forces, material interactions, and
thermal consequences. The fourth was exposure to near vacuum, aerodynamic
accelerations, and cold temperatures. The final was ground impact. Finally, the
investigation team gave a recommendation as follows: ͆Future spacecraft suits and seat
restraints should use state-of-the-art technology in an integrated solution to minimize
crew injury and maximize crew survival in off-nominal acceleration environments”
(NASA, 2008).
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Figure 22. Debris disintegration on Columbia Credit: NASA

Lessons learned
Review of those accidents gives many lessons. Regarding Soyuz1 accident,
installing backup parachutes is not enough to secure the crew’s survivability. Therefore,
it should be strongly needed to prepare additional redundancies. It would be a
considerable idea to install additional attenuation devices. In the cases of Soyuz11 and
ASTP, they intensely justify the necessity of independent life-support systems for each of
the crewmembers. The cases of Soyuz5 and Apollo15 clarify that off-nominal landing
scenario is relatively likely to occur. Since any subtle thing may cause an off-nominal
landing situation unpredictably, analyses of impact acceleration against the crew have to
be carried out keenly. Consequently, the review shows the significant remark that since
the more than expected number of cosmonauts/astronauts were more or less seriously
injured with reentry capsules in off-nominal G-load scenarios during descending phase in
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several past missions, rigid investigations about impact acceleration while landing are
very important for the Dragon and Orion. Furthermore, the review also shows that it is
essential to investigate the effect of suit, seat and restraint designs on injury risk.
Human Injury Criteria
Brinkley Dynamic Response Criteria
The Brinkley Model is currently used by NASA and the military to determine the
risk of injury to vehicle occupants based on seat acceleration. Dynamic Responses (DRs)
are calculated using a lumped mass modeled with a spring and damper attached to the
seat, called the Brinkley model (sometimes referred to as Brinkley Dynamic Response
model at NASA), which is shown in Figure.

x

(a) Mass-Spring-Dumper dynamic system

(b) Multi-axial layout

Figure 23. Configuration of Brinkely Dynamic Response Model. Adapted from NASA

Mathematical description. The equations of motion in this model in each axis are
second-order differential equations. Each of them has same form as is indicated in
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Equation 1. The function a(t) represents the acceleration measured along with each axis
in human coordinate system.
ݔሷ  ʹߞ߱ ݔሶ  ߱ ଶ  ݔൌ ܽ ሺݐሻ
ܴܦሺݐሻ ൌ ߱ ଶ ݔȀ݃
ଶ

ଶ

(1)
(2)
ଶ

ܴܦ௬ ሺݐሻ
ܴܦ௫ ሺݐሻ
ܴܦ௭ ሺݐሻ
ߚ ൌ ඨቆ
ቇ ቆ
ቇ ቆ
ቇ ൏ͳ


ܴܦ௭
ܴܦ௬
ܴܦ௫

(3)

Where, ݔሷ is the relative acceleration of the mass relative to the seat in each of the x, y,
and z axes in human coordinate system. ݔሶ is the relative velocity.  ݔis the relative

displacement. A positive value of  ݔmeans compression. ߱ is the natural frequency of

the system. ߞ is the damping coefficient ratio of the system. a(t) is the input acceleration

along each of axis in human coordinate system. In the impact sled test, those

accelerations are measured by accelerometers installed to the sled equipment. ߚ is the
injury risk criterion. The values for ߱ and ߞ in each axis are provided in NASA CxP

70024 as follows: ߱௫ ൌ 62.8 rad/s, ߱௬ ൌ 58.0 rad/s, ߱௭ ൌ 52.9 rad/s, ߞ௫ ൌ 0.2, ߞ௬ ൌ

0.09, ߞ௭ ൌ 0.224. Limits of DR levels for the Orion are provided in NASA CxP 70024 as

shown in Table 6. As shown in Equation 3, ߚ is calculated using DRs in each three axes

and DR limits for a specific injury risk criteria (i.e., low, moderate, or high risk). The

time history of ߚ is used to evaluate if a system stays under a specific injury risk level,

i.e., the value of ߚ must be less than one during an event of impact acceleration in order
to satisfy the specified injury risk criteria.

Since the Brinkley model is a simple lumped mass-spring-dumper system, the
differential equation shown as Equation 1 can be solved numerically and sometimes
analytically. In order to give a general idea of the solution of the system, the measured
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acceleration a(t) is considered as an arbitrary function at first, then an example of DR
curve with a given a(t) is provided.
Based on mathematical technics in control mechanics, the transfer function of the
Brinkley model is obtained from Equation 1 as follows.
 ܨሺ ݏሻ ൌ

ܺ ሺ ݏሻ
ͳ
ൌ ଶ
ܣሺݏሻ  ݏ ʹɃɘ୬  ݏ ɘ୬ ଶ

(4)

Where, X(s) and A(s) are the functions in complex domain derived from x(t) and a(t) by
Laplace transform respectively. F(s) is the transfer function of the system in complex
domain. The transfer function in time domain can be obtained by reverse Laplace
transform as shown below.
݂ ሺݐሻ ൌ ିܮଵ ሾܨሺݏሻሿ ൌ

ͳ

߱ ඥͳ െ

ߞଶ

݁ ିఠ ௧  ݊݅ݏቀ߱ ඥͳ െ ߞ ଶ ݐቁ

(5)

Any continuous function can be expressed by a circular convolution of the function itself
and delta function δ(t) as is provided in Equation 6 (Kawai, 1983). It means that the input
of this system a(t) can be approximately considered as a combination of delta functions
by superposition principal. In such case, the output x(t) can also be considered as a
combination of the responses of those delta functions, which are usually called “impulse
responses”. Furthermore, the transfer function in time domain f(t), shown in Equation 5,
can be accounted as the impulse response function of this system, since L-1[δ(t)] is equal
to be one. Therefore, the output x(t) is able to be expressed as a circular convolution of
the input acceleration function a(t) and the impulse response function f(t), as shown in
Equation 7.
ାஶ

 ሺ ሻ ൌ ܽ  ߜ כൌ න



௧

ܽሺ߬ሻߜሺ ݐെ ߬ሻ݀߬ ൌ න ܽሺ߬ሻߜሺ ݐെ ߬ሻ݀߬
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(6)

௧

ݔሺݐሻ ൌ ିܮଵ ሾܺሺݏሻሿ ൌ ିܮଵ ሾܣሺݏሻܨሺݏሻሿ ൌ න ܽሺ߬ሻ݂ሺ ݐെ ߬ሻ݀߬ ൌ ܽ ݂ כ

(7)



When substituting Equation 5 into Equation 7, x(t) is described as follows.
௧

 ݔሺ ݐሻ ൌ න ܽ ሺ߬ ሻ


ͳ
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ߞଶ
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(8)

Equation 8 indicates that the output function x(t) can be analytically obtained if the input
function a(t) is given in the form of an elementary function (cite?). However, such input
function cannot be available under a sled test since the input acceleration is directly
measured and observed by accelerometers over the sled test. Therefore, it is better to use
discrete approximation of Equation 8 in order to obtain the output. That approximation is
given as follows.
ே

 ݔሺݐሻ ൌ ܽ  ݂ כൎ  ܽሺ߬ ሻ ο݂߬ ሺ ݐെ ߬ ሻǡܰ  אሼ݅ȁ߬   ݐ൏ ߬ାଵ ሽ

(9)

ୀ

Where, τi is a bound variable. Its unit is second. τi is a discrete element that satisfies: τi
=τi+1+ᇞτ; τ0=0. ᇞτ is increment of τi. The smaller ᇞτ is set, the more accurately the output

is gained.

Finally, substituting Equation 9 into Equation 2, DR is obtained, which is given
by:
ே

ͳ
߱
ܴܦሺݐሻ ൌ  ܽሺ߬ ሻ ο߬
݁ ିఠ ሺ௧ିఛሻ  ݊݅ݏቄ߱ ඥͳ െ ߞ ଶ ሺ ݐെ ߬ሻቅ
ଶ
݃
ඥͳ െ ߞ

(10)

ୀ

An example of time history of DRs is provided in Figure 6 to 8. The input is given as a
typical trapezoidal acceleration. Peak acceleration is 20 G. Duration of the peak
acceleration is 0.1 sec. On/off-set acceleration rates are 400 G/s. As is seen below, DR
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accelerations tend to overshoot the peak of the input acceleration because the dynamic
system of Brinkley model is under-dumped.
20

Peak DRx accel = 13.9 G

15
Acceleration, G

DRx Accel
Input Accel

10
5
0

-5
-10
0

0.05

0.1
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Time, sec

0.2

0.25

0.3

Figure 24. Trapezoidal input acceleration and DRx curve. In accordance with NASA CxP
70024, the following values are applied for ࣓ and ࣀ in x axis: ࣓࢞ ൌ 62.8 rad/s; ࣀ࢞ ൌ

0.2. Maximum DRx acceleration is 13.9 G.
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DRy Accel
Input Accel

Peak DRy accel = 15.2 G㻌
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Figure 25. Trapezoidal input acceleration and DRy curve. In accordance with NASA CxP
70024, the following values are applied for ࣓ and ࣀ in y axis: ࣓࢟ ൌ 58.0 rad/s; ࣀ࢟ ൌ

0.09. Maximum DRy acceleration is 15.2 G.
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Peak DRx accel = 13.6 G㻌
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Figure 26. Trapezoidal input acceleration and DRz curve. In accordance with NASA CxP
70024, the following values are applied for ࣓ and ࣀ in z axis: ࣓ࢠ ൌ 52.9 rad/s; ࣀࢠ ൌ

0.224. Maximum DRz acceleration is 13.6 G.
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Figure 27. Time history of Injury Risk Criterion Beta. It is a summary of Figure 6 to 8.

Limitation of Brinkley model. The Brinkley model has several limitations on
predicting the injury risk because of its simplified modeling of human body as a lamped
mass, considered as a single-point mass. First, the model does not take into account
relative movements of individual body components with respect to the body center of
mass. Therefore, the model cannot distinguish types, severities, and anatomical locations
of injuries, but only can provide the risk of any injury (Somers, 2013; Gernhardt, Jones,
Granderson, & Somers, 2009). Second, the values of DRs cannot be corrected by
improvements of restraints, seat configurations, and IVA spacesuits, which have been
considered significant to provide additional protection to the crews over the last several
decades (Caldwell, Gernhardt, Somers, Younker, & Newby, 2012).
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Table 6
Dynamic Response Limits for x, y, and z axes in Human Coordinate System for the Orion
MPCV
DR level

X (eyeballs out, in)
DRx < 0
DRx > 0

Y (eyeballs right, left)
DRy < 0
DRy > 0

Z (eyeballs up, down)
DRz < 0
DRz > 0

Very low 1
-22.4
31
-11.8
11.8
-11
13.1
(≤0.05%)
Low 1,3
-28
35
-14
14
-13.4
15.2
(≤0.5%,)
Moderate 2,3
-35
40
-17
17
-16.5
18
(≤5%)
High 2,3
-46
46
-22
22
-20.4
22.4
(≤50%)
Note. 1Adapted from Dory, 2006. 2Adapted from Brinkley and Mosher 1990. 3Brinkley
reported that if side restraints are installed to the seat, limits of DRys are corrected as: -15,
15 for low risk; -20, 20 for moderate; -30, 30 for high. Rationales of these values by
NASA are the following. The values are based on the assumption that the occupant is
restrained to the seat and seat back by a lap belt, shoulder straps, and a strap or straps to
prevent submarining of the pelvis. They are also assumed that the crew will be similarly
restrained during all events. The restraint system is appropriately tensioned in advance in
order to avoid slack. The z-axis limits assume that the seat cushions do not amplify the
acceleration transmitted to the occupant. The x-axis limits presume that the occupant's
head is protected by a flight helmet with a liner adequate to pass the test requirements of
ANSI Z-90 or equivalent.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
This chapter introduces two types of the experiments for the study of the suit
inflation effect on an acceleration impacts on the crew. They are called static and
dynamic suit inflation tests in this paper. The static suit inflation test focuses on the direct
measurement of the inflation and the observation of the interaction between the suit,
restraints, crew seat under static environment (no impact acceleration applied) in order to
expand the Brinkley Dynamic Response Model. On the other hand, the dynamic suit
inflation test focuses on the dynamic movement of human body inside the suit under Gload during capsule splashdown, which is simulated by impact sled test facility. As is
introduced, it has not been well investigated how the full pressure suit affects the
acceleration impacts during splashdown, especially in the case of new-generation space
vehicles, i.e., the Dragon, Orion, and CST-100 capsules. The set of these tests can
provide us comprehensive understanding of the suit inflation.
Due to unavailability of access to the test facility, the dynamic test is not able to
be implemented. However, the methodology of the test is introduced for our future work.
Static Suit Inflation Test
This section explains theoretical expansion of the Brinkley DR criteria, which
takes into account the integrated characteristics of the suit inflation, and the way of
quantifying the characteristics by measuring the displacement of the suit fabric due to the
pressurization. Figure 28 shows schematic explanation of the suit displacement under the
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integrated effect among the crew wearing a full-pressure IVA suit, restraint and crew seat.
As is shown in Figure 5, many risk factors involved the suit inflation effect; however, the
focus of the experiment is only these internal design factors. Therefore, other factors, e.g.,
anthropometric and gender differences, and spaceflight deconditioning effect, are not
considered in the expansion of the Brinkley DR.
The expansion theory not only explains how to add these internal design factors
into the DR criteria but also indicates how to estimate the integrated characteristics of the
suit, restraint, and seat from the result of the measurement of the suit displacement. The
details are explained in the following subsections. In order to measure the displacement
of the suit fabric, two types of measurement are carried out. One is called mechanical
measurement, which use mechanical position sensors. Another one is called imageprocessing measurement, which utilize an inverse projective transformation technique.
The details of them are also introduced in the following subsections. As shown in Figure
3, it is anticipated difference between a conservative rectangular seat and molded seat.
The usage of the molded seat could induce bigger gaps than the conservative rectangular
seat. Therefore, in this test, these two types of seats are used for the purpose of
comparison. The instruments used in this test, including theses seats, a space suit, and a
human surrogate, are also introduced in detail in the following subsections.
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Displacement
caused by suit
inflation

Displacement
sensors

Suit fabric

Force caused by suit inflation
(pressurization)
Five point
int harness

Human body

Restraint’s pressure (stress) holding down
human body to the seat might decrease

Figure 28. Schematic view of the suit inflation effect and interaction between a restraint,
space suit, and seat.
DL/H-1 Full Pressure Suit
In this experiment, DL/H-1 full pressure suit, developed by Pablo de Leon and
Garry Harris at the Department of Space Studies, the John D. Odegard School of
Aerospace Sciences, the University of North Dakota, is used. This suit is mostly
fabricated with polyester. The suit weight is 20 kg including a rigid helmet. Operational
pressure inside is 3.5 psig. Figure 29 shows general images of the DL/H-1 suit in both
ventilation and full-pressurized mode. The DL/H-l suit is designed as a prototype of a
commercial full pressure IVA spacesuit and is built based on a general pilot’s
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configuration, not any particular aircraft or space vehicle (León & Harris, 2010). Besides,
the helmet of this suit is designed to be able to be unattached from the neck aperture in a
moment. During this test, a typical five-point harness, shown in Figure 29 (b), is used to
secure this suit to a seat.
Human Surrogate
An upper body of 50th percentile anthropometric female manikin is used in this
experiment as a human surrogate. It is hard manikin made by carbon fiber; therefore, it is
not anthropomorphic regarding biomechanical property such as elasticity of the human
body. The image of this manikin is shown in Figure 29 (c). Chest depth of the manikin is
200 mm.
(a)

(b)

Five-point
harness

(c)

Figure 29. Images of DL/H-1 full pressure spacesuit and 50th percentile anthropometric
manikin. (a) is the suit without gloves in ventilation mode; (b) is the suit during
unmanned high altitude chamber test; (c) is the upper body of the manikin without arms.
Images of (a) and (b) are adapted from León and Harris, 2010.
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Seat Configuration
UND Vertical Launch Simulator
The vertical launch simulator (VLS) was designed as Apollo Capsule prototype
and built by UND students from the Department of Space Studies, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering. It has the approximate size of the original Apollo Command
Module that carried three American astronauts to the Moon in the late 1960s and early
1970s. Thus, this simulator can also accommodate three people at a time. The external
view of the VLS in comparison with Apollo 14 Command Module is shown in Figure 30.
It simulates launches, orbital operations and landings of different space vehicles by
means of the Orbiter Space Simulator and Satellite Toolkit STK Software. It is used for
the purposes of academic education and research by students enrolling in courses such as
Life Sciences, Aviation, Orbital mechanics and Engineering.
The seat configuration of the VLS is also similar to that of Apollo Command
module as is shown in Figure 31, except head and leg protections. This type of seats is
typically referred as standard pilot seats, which are used in the fields of automobile and
aircraft design. NASA has traditionally pursued to develop the foldable type of these pilot
seats (Gohmert, 2012). The main reason why NASA sticks to use such shapes for the
crew seat is that the seat shape must satisfy design requirements derived from the
Brinkley DR method, which has many limitation in order to apply as is explained
(Gohmert, 2009; Gohmert, 2012). As evidence, the crew seats for the Orion and CST-100,
shown in Figure 31 (c) and (d), have same concept regarding their configurations as
Apollo Command Module.
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(a)㻌

(b))㻌 Credit: OHCPi
/NASA KSC㻌

Figure 30. External view of (a) UND Vertical Launch Simulator in comparison with (b)
Apollo 14 Command Module exhibited at Kennedy Space Center. (b) is adapted from
kscvisit.com.

Credit: Tim Brandt
/Weber Aircraft

(a)㻌

(b)㻌

(c)㻌 Credit: Dustin Gohmert
/NASA

(d)㻌 Credit: Lee Hutchinson
/Boeing

Figure 31. Crew seats of (a) UND Vertical Launch Simulator in comparison with (b)
crew couches for Apollo Command Module, (c) Orion concept seat, and (d) Crew seats
for CST-100 mockup. (b) is adapted from woods and Brandt, 2008; (c) is adapted from
Gohmert, 2008; (d) is adapted from Hutchinson, 2013.
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UND Horizontal Launch Simulator
The Horizontal Launch Simulator (HLS) was designed as SpaceShip One
prototype and constructed by UND students from the Department of Space Studies and
Mechanical Engineering under the collaboration with Cirrus Company, Grand Forks, ND.
It has the approximate size of the original Spaceship One, which was the world’s first
private spacecraft to reach space in 2004. This simulator can accommodate one person at
a time. The external view of the HLS in comparison with SpaceShipOne is shown in
Figure 32. It can simulate launches, sub-orbital operations and landings, as well as dropoffs from high altitude by means of the X-Plane and Flight Simulator Software. It is used
for the purposes of academic education and research by students enrolling in courses such
as Life Sciences, Aviation, Orbital mechanics and Engineering.
The seat configuration of the HLS is also similar to that of SpaceShipOne as is
shown in Figure 33. This type of seats is typically referred as custom molded seats, which
are used in the fields of racing car and spacecraft design. Crew seats for the HLS and
SpaceShipOne are closer to molded seats for racing cars than spacecraft molded seats in
terms of their configurations; however, their design concepts are same. Russian Federal
Space Agency has traditionally developed and used these molded seats for the Soyuz
decent module as is shown in Figure 33 (c). Figure 33 also shows that SpaceX seems to
pursue to develop same seat design for the Dragon capsule as the Soyuz decent module.
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(a)㻌

(b)㻌Credit: Scaled Composites, LLC㻌

Figure 32. External view of (a) UND Horizontal Launch Simulator in comparison with
(b) SpaceShipOne. (b) is adapted from Scaled Composites Project Galley:
http://www.scaled.com/hires_gallery/gallery/press_gallery/single/SS1_on_ground_lr.

(b)㻌 Credit:㻌Lynn Koagh㻌
/Scaled Composites 㻌

(a)㻌

(d)㻌 Credit:㻌SpaceX㻌

(c)㻌Credit:㻌Anatoly Zak㻌

Figure 33. Crew seats of (a) UND Horizontal Launch Simulator in comparison with (b)
the crew seat for the SpaceShipOne, (c) the molded seat for Soyuz series, and (d) Crew
seats for the Dragon variants. (b) is adapted from Davisson, 2004; (c) is adapted from
russianspaceweb.com: http://www.russianspaceweb.com/cheget.html; (d) is adapted from
SpaceX, 2012.
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Theoretical Modification of BDR Model
It is assumed to be able to set “suit inflation corrective coefficient θ” for DR in
each axis. In other words, Corrected DR, which takes into account the suit inflation effect,
is equal to be the product of original DR and the coefficient θ. This assumption comes
from the hypothesis that the suit inflation changes the frequency ω of human body on DR
model. In a narrow sense, the suit inflation could changes spring ratio k, which comprises
the frequency ω with body mass and describes stress in response to displacement. It is
also hypothesized that the inflation could buffers and mitigates the oscillation of human
body. Original definition of DR is recalled from Equation 2:
ܴܦሺݐሻ ൌ ߱ ଶ ݔȀ݃ ൌ ݇ݔȀ݉݃
߱ ଶ ൌ ݇Ȁ݉

(11)
(12)

Where, k is spring ratio (rigidity/elasticity coefficient for human body), N/m. m is body
mass, kg. As is explained, the effect of the suit inflation could be presented as a change in
the spring ration k. Therefore, when this change is described as ᇞk, corrected DR under

the suit inflation (DR’) is expressed as follows.
ܴܦᇱ ൌ

ሺ݇  ο݇ሻݔ
ο݇ ݇ݔ
ο݇
ൌ ൬ͳ  ൰ ൬ ൰ ൌ ൬ͳ  ൰ ܴܦ
݉݃
݇ ݉݃
݇

(13)

This equation indicates that the suit inflation effect coefficient θ can be described as
follows.
ߠ  ؠ൬ͳ 

ο݇
൰
݇

(14)

Since the original spring ratio is able to be calculated from the original frequency, only

ᇞk has to be obtained from the result of the static test. One thing that must be mentioned
is that body displacement x here is assumed to be same as original one even if in the
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Brinkley DR method, as is explained in chapter II, x is mathematically obtained as a
solution of Equation 1 based on the applied acceleration a so that the change of k affects
the calculation. This is because the method is statistically proved only to unsuited human.
It means that once k is changed in the mathematical process, the Brinkley DR model
might lose its validity. In order to minimize that possibility, x remains as original in this
theory.
.

When the suit displacement is presented as ᇞd, the relationship between ᇞd and

ᇞk can be obtained using an analogy of spring ratio k in Hooke’s law and Young module

E in Young’s deformation equation, described in the following equation.
 ܨൌ ݇ ݔൌ

ܣܧ
ݔ
ܮ

(15)

Where, E is Young module, N/m2. A is projection area of the body in x axis, m2. L is total
length of the body along with x axis, m. In the case of DR in x axis, L should be equal to
be chest depth based on anatomical interpretation. Then when the suit displacement ᇞd

assumes to extend the total length L, the change of the spring ratio Δk can be considered

to be caused by the increase of the total length. Based on this assumption, Δk can be
expressed as a function of ᇞd as follows.
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(16)

(17)

(18)

Considering from Equation 18, Δk is determined as negative value because ᇞd and L

must be positive. It means that corrective coefficient θ is smaller than one, so that DR’ is

smaller than the original DR. In other words, the suit inflation mitigates acceleration
impact based on this theory.
Next, the relationship between ᇞd and Pressure difference ᇞP is considered. This

relationship is analogous to Young’s deformation equation applied to the suit fabric.
ߪ ൌ ܧ௦

ߜ
՜ ο̱ܲο݀
ܮ௦

(19)

Where, σ is stress, N/m2. Es is Young’s module of suit material, N/m2. δ is deformation of
the suit material, m. Ls is representative length, m. ᇞP and ᇞd can be considered to be
analogous to σ and δ respectively. Therefore, ᇞP is considered proportional to ᇞd.

Utilizing this relationship, the normalized displacement, referred as ᇞd/(L+ᇞd), can be

expressed as follows.
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(20)

(21)

Where, ᇞP is pressure difference between inside of a space suit and ambient environment,

N/m2. φ is corrective function depending on configuration of space suit and restraints
design, non-dimensional. Kp is constant depending on space suit materials elastic
properties, analog for Young module in relative deformation equation, N/m2.
Finally, the corrective coefficient θ is given as the following equations.
ߠ ൌͳ
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(22)

ܴܦᇱ ൌ ߠ ܴܦൌ ቆͳ െ ߮

οܲ
ቇ ܴܦ
ܭ  οܲ

(23)

These two values φ and Kp are able to be estimated from graphs describing ᇞd as a

function of ᇞP with known value L. These graphs are obtained by the experiments. These
φ and Kp are expected to be different on each body location, so that this expansion is also
likely to be able to describe the difference of the injury risk on each body location.
Measurement Approaches
In this test, two types of methods are applied. One is the direct measurement using
mechanical sensors. It focuses on slippage of five-point harness on the space suit due to

pressurization. Another one is the image (video) analysis using image-processing
technique. It focuses on the displacement of the space suit fabric on plane-normal
direction. The plane here represents space suit surface.
There are two reasons why to use the image analysis. First, the suit inflation
seems to be nonlinear displacement. Second, surface of the suit is not flat but flexible and
curved. The use of general displacement sensors is not adequate in such a condition;
therefore, the image analysis is decided to be applied. On the other hand, slippage of the
belt can be considered linear movement. In addition, it is not possible to measure the
slippage and the inflation separately with the image analysis, i.e., the result of the
analysis includes both of them. Therefore, Mechanical displacement sensors are decided
to be used for the measurement of the belt slippage independently. The mechanical
measurement is performed only with the VLS. The details of those measuring methods
are explained in the following sections.
Mechanical Measurement
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Figure 34 shows the overview of equipment setting for this experiment. In this
measurement, 30 Gallon Vertical Portable Air Compressor, manufactured by Sanborn
Manufacturing Division of MAT Holdings, Inc., is used to pressurize the space suit.
Besides, six of Model 404 Spring Return Linear Actuation Conductive Plastic Position
Sensors, manufactured by BI Technology Corporation, are used to measure slippages of
the rap belts. A. each six sensors are secured on the rap belts with plastic sensor holders
made by a 3D printer named MakerBot Replicator 2, MakerBot Industries, LLC. Images
of them are shown in Figure 35. Locations of these sensors are indicated in Figure 36. Six
of woody robotic arms are also installed and fixed at stationary places as shown in Figure
34. These arms have three degrees of freedom. Plastic plates, also made by the 3D printer,
are attached on the edges of the individual arms. These plates are adjusted and fixed as
well as perpendicular to longitudinal directions of each sensor. Because of that, the
sensors can move freely on the plates. Therefore, the effects of the suit inflation can be
excluded, so that the sensors can measure the slippages of the belts independently.
Detailed dimensions of the sensors and other plastic attachments are introduced in
Appendix A.
As is shown in Figure 35, this sensor has three terminals. The voltage difference
between first and second terminals is measured and calculated into displacement. The
results measured by these sensors are automatically transmitted to PC via NI myDAQ
Device, made by National instruments, so that the movements of the belt are able to be
obtained as time history records. This device can process the results coming from two of
the sensors; therefore, three of the devices are used as shown in Figure 37. In addition,
the movements are able to be observed by NI LabVIEW Software.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 34. Equipment setting for the mechanical measurement. (a) shows configurations
of a space suit, five-point harness, robotic arms, and position sensors. (b) shows the
image of air compressor used in this measurement.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 35. Mechanical sensor and plastic attachments for the sensor and robotic arm. (a)
is the edge of the robotic arm with a plastic plate. (b) is an image of the mechanical
sensor with a simplified diagram of its circuit. (c) is the sensor with a plastic support and
attachment contacting the plastic plate.
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Upper Shoulder Belt

7 inches
Lower Shoulder Belt
3 inches

Side Belt
3 inches

Figure 36. Diagram for locations of six mechanical sensors.

Figure 37. Overview of the installation of data acquisition devices.

Image Analysis
Meanwhile measuring the slippages of rap belts, a sequence of the suit inflation is
shot by a camera. The inside pressure range is from zero psig to 3.5 psig. Then this video
is used to calculate normal displacements at the specific points on the suit fabric where
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position reflectors attached as a function of pressure difference ᇞP due to the inflation by
image processing technique. The image of the position reflector is shown in Figure 38. In
this experiment, the camera, called GoPro Hero Original is used to shoot in 1080*1920 p
mode. The location of the setting of the camera for both simulators are shown in Figure
39. The places of the installations of these position reflectors are shown Figure 40. In this
experiment, reverse mapping conversion from perspective projection coordinate system
to fixed system of reference is carried out using a camera matrix equation, which is given
below.
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Where, ݑ
ሬԦ is a homogeneous position vector of an object in an image coordinate system. ݔԦ
is a position vector of an object in a camera coordinate system, whose origin is at a

camera center. ܺԦ is a homogeneous position vector of an object on a world coordinate

system, which is fixed somewhere on the surface of earth. s is a scale factor. A is called
camera intrinsic parameter matrix. fx and fy are focal lengths in u and v axis in pixel unit.
cx and cy indicate positions of the optical center in u and v axis in pixel unit. [R|t] is called
camera extrinsic parameter matrix. Schematic diagram of the camera matrix is shown in
Figure 41. Since the camera coordinate system in this test is fixed at a stationary place,
the world coordinate system is not considered this time.
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Since actual camera lens has distortion in its radial and circumferential directions,
Equation 25 is extended as follows.
 ݔൎ  ݔᇱ ሺͳ  ݇ଵ  ݎଶ  ݇ଶ  ݎସ ሻ  ʹଵ  ݔᇱ  ݕᇱ  ଶ ሺ ݎଶ  ʹݔԢଶ ሻ

ଶ
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 ݎଶ ൌ  ݔᇱଶ  ݕᇱଶ

Where, k1 and k2 are distortion coefficients in the lens radial direction. p1, and p2 are
distortion coefficients in the lens circumferential direction. x’ and y’ are actual positions
of object in the camera coordinate system. Equation 27 is expressed an approximation
because it ignores higher-order terms.
Camera intrinsic parameters and distortion coefficients are able to be obtained by
a camera calibration. In this test, the camera calibration is performed with OpenCV
programing library. The result of the calibration is shown in Figure 42. Values of each
parameter are shown in Table 7 and 8. Figure 42 also shows undistorted image of a raw
picture. Actually, when these undistorted images are used for the reverse mapping
conversion, Equation 27 does not have to be considered, but Equation 25 is only
considered. Therefore, this test follows that way. The programing codes for the camera
calibration and the image undistortion are introduced in Appendix B.
ݑ
ሬԦ of each vortex of the position reflector is measured using ImageJ, open source

image processing software. When these vectors of each vortexes are named as ݑ
ሬሬሬሬԦ,
ݑ
 ሬሬሬሬԦ,

ሬሬሬሬԦ,
and ݑ
 the position vectors of each vortex in camera coordinate system are obtained by
solving the following equations.
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(28)
(29)

Equation 29 represents a geometric constraint condition of a position reflector, whose
shape is one-inch equilateral triangle. Besides, this equation can be expanded as nonlinear
simultaneous equations; therefore, they are solved for sa, sb, and sc using Generalized
Reduced Gradient (GRG) method. The position vector of the center of gravity of a
reflector, ݔ
ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬԦ,
ሬሬሬሬԦ,
ݔ and ݔ
ሬሬሬԦ.
ǤǤ is an average of ݔ
 ሬሬሬሬԦ,
 A normal vector of a plane of a reflector is

given by the following.
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The suit displacement at a specific point at a certain suit pressure is considered as the
absolute value of a position vector at the pressure relative to a vector at initial pressure (0
psig) in the camera coordinate system, shown in Equation 31. Likewise, the relative
inclination change at a specific point at a certain suit pressure a is considered as an angle
of the plane at the pressure with respect to initial plane (0 psig), shown in Equation 32.
ο݀ ൌ หݔԦǤǤ െ ݔԦǤǤǡ௧ ห

(31)
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Table 7

(32)

Camera Intrinsic Parameters
Focal lengths in pixel unit
fx
fy
1292
1177

Optical Centers in pixel unit
cx
cy
887.4
353.9

Table 8
Camera Distortion Coefficients
Radical
k1
-0.3438

k2
0.1131

Circumferential
p12
4.015×10-2
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p2
9.831×10-4

1 inch

Figure 38. Position reflector. Its shape is an equilateral triangle. Length of each side is
one inch.

(a)

(b)

Figure 39. Camera setting for image analysis in the VLS and HLS. (a) is the VLS; (b) is
the HLS.

(a)

(b)

Center of belt

Lower side abdomen
Side abdominal belt
Upper side abdomen
Shoulder

Chest Shoulder belt

Figure 40. Locations of the installation of the position reflectors in the VLS and HLS. (a)
is the VLS; (b) is the HLS. Upper and Lower side abdomens are not measured in the case
of the HLS.
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[R|t]
Z
X

Y
World Coordinate System
z

cx
Optical Axis

cy

Object
O
Camera Center

Image Point

u

v

m=(u,v)

Camera Coordinate
System (fixed in
this test)
y
x

Figure 41. Schematic diagram of the coordinate systems involved in camera matrix.
Adapted from Online lecture by Owens, Robyn at CVonline: The Evolving, Distributed,
Non-Proprietary, On-Line Compendium of Computer Vision. Retrieved from
http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/LOCAL_COPIES/OWENS/LECT9/node2.ht
ml. Credit: Robyn Owens.

(a)

(b)

Figure 42. Images of a chessboard paper used for camera calibration. (a) is distorted one
(raw picture); (b) is undistorted one.
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Dynamic Suit Inflation Test
The main purpose of the experiment is to investigate the effect of the impact
acceleration against the human body and G-load landing scenarios of new-generation
space reentry capsules during splashdown in order to determine if the safety and
survivability of an astronaut can be improved by wearing a full pressure suit. These tests
will use an instrumented anthropomorphic dummy. These tests will be performed under
the collaboration with FAA Civil Aerospace Medicine Institute (CAMI). In these tests,
the DL/H-1 full pressure IVA suit, developed by Pablo de Leon and Gary L. Harris, will
be used as same as the static test.
Impact Sled Test
One of the most common ways of experiments in the field of acceleration
research is the sled test. This is because this test has two major benefits: its repeatability
of measurements; its wide range of applications. The sled impact test is seen as a type of
non-distraction tests so that it is much easier to be carried out in many times than others
such as car-crash test. As for its range of applications, the test can simulate various types
of acceleration situations (e.g., car-crash, seat ejection, and G-force of airplanes and
rockets).
The test will be conducted at the FAA CAMI in Oklahoma City, OK. CAMI has
not only the sled test facility itself but also the degree of instrumentation, specialized in
the aerospace G-load research. The photos of CAMI’s sled test facility are shown in
Figure 5 and 6.
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Figure 43. CAMI’s sled test system with a pilot suit. Credit: CAMI

Figure 44. CAMI’s sled test system with a pilot suit inclining 60 deg. Credit: CAMI
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Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD)
Selection of anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs) for this test is also important
since their size and weight vary among ATDs. Although the potential crews of the future
space vehicles may have a variation in terms of their height and weight, 50th percentile
male ATD will be used for this test. However, which specific type of ATD will be used is
undecided since it depends on the availability from CAMI. In Figure 45, two examples of
ATDs are shown. As for sensor installation of ATD, the instrumentation specification of
50th percentile Hybrid III ATD, shown in Figure 14 on the right side, is shown in Table 9
as an example. Since head and chest movements are the most interesting data in this test
as is mentioned, sensor instrumentation of 50th percentile Hybrid III ATD would be
fulfilled to be used.

(a)㻌

(b)㻌

Figure 45. Photos of anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs). (a) is a photo of Test Device
for Human Occupant Restraint (THOR) from backside. (b) is a photo of 50th percentile
Hybrid III ATD. These are adapted from Denton ATD. These two photos of ATDs are
adapted under the copyright of Humanetics Innovative Solutions, Inc.
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Table 9
Sensor Instrumentation of 50th Percentile Hybrid III ATD
Locatio
n
Head
Neck

Sensor description

Locatio
n
Pelvis

A Triaxial Accelerometer
Up to 5
Six-Axis Upper Neck Load Cell
Six-Axis Lower Neck Load Cell

Femur

Clavicle Biaxial Load Cell (Left and
Right)
Humeru Four-Axis Load Cell (Left and
s
Right)

Knee
Lower
Legs

Thorax

Sensor description
A Triaxial Accelerometer
Submarining Load bolts
Uniaxial Femur Load Cell
or Six-Axis Upper Femur Load
Cell
Knee Displacement
Biaxial Knee Clevis Load Cell
Four-Axis Upper Tibia Load
Cell
Four-Axis Lower Tibia Load
Cell
Five-Axis Load Cell

A Triaxial Accelerometer
Ankle
Chest Displacement Transducer
Four-Axis Rib/Spine Load Cells
Five-Axis Thoracic Spine Load
Cell
Lumbar Three-Axis Lumbar Spine Load
Toe
Toe Load Cell
Spine
Cell
Note. This information is adapted and retrieved from Humanetics Innovative Solutions,
Inc. Hybrid-III 50th Male Dummy Parts Catalog, Dec 1, 2012.

Parameters of Target Landings
In this test, nominal (event possibility is ~95%) and off-nominal (event possibility
is ~5%) G-load scenarios for the future space vehicles are estimated based on
acceleration data collected from drop tests done with the capsule mock-ups and generated
by computer simulation of the capsule splashdown. As for off-nominal scenarios, there
are various types of off-nominal landing. For instance, the following cases are considered
to be likely to occur: parachute failure landing scenario (vertical velocity is higher than
usual), emergency reentry landing scenario (a reentry capsule is rolled 180 deg.), high
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horizontal velocity landing scenario (due to shallow reentry or other disturbances such as
strong wind) (Lawrence, Littell, Fasanella, & Tabiei, 2009). However, this study only
focuses on acceleration parameters, i.e., peak acceleration, peak duration, and on/offset
rate, and vertical velocity because it is difficult to standardize the conditions of typical
off-nominal landing by the limited data mining.
Other data resource may be usable. For instance, impact sled test data investigated
by U.S. Air Force, which is available from Collaborative Biomechanics Data Network
(CBDN), could be used for the parameter estimation. However, since this data primarily
focuses on military aircrafts and air force pilots, the data is not compatible with the
profile of space vehicles although it has been used for determining human impact
tolerance. Therefore, such data is not included in this paper. For the same reason, car
crash data is not taken into account either. Thus, the estimation here is still limited in
terms of the number of the data.
Selected resources for the data mining are introduced in Figure 46 to 50. The
result of the estimation of the acceleration profiles based on these data is shown in Table
10 and 11. Figure 51 and 52 show the location of the estimated profile on the Eiband
Curves.
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Figure 46. G-load profile of Dragon in nominal landing scenario. This data is derived
from the drop test using 1/4 scaled mockup, conducted by SpaceX (SpaceX, 2010). Pitch,
yaw and roll angles are 35, 0, and 0 deg. Vertical and horizontal velocities are 17 and 0
fps. The profile showed in the closed line is applied to use the estimation of the
acceleration profile. Adapted from SpaceX, 2010.
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Figure 47. G-load profiles of the Orion in nominal landing scenario in the case of land
landing with air bag attenuation system prototype. This data is derived from the drop test
using 1/2 scaled mockup, conducted by NASA (Tutt, Gill, Wilson, & Johnson, 2009).
Pitch, yaw and roll angles are 10, 0, and 0 deg. Vertical and horizontal velocities are 25
and 0 fps, respectively. The profile showed in the closed line is proposed to use in the
actual sled test. Adapted from Tutt, Gill, Wilson, & Johnson, 2009.
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Vv = 33.3 fps (risk low)㻌

Vv = 58.5 fps (high)㻌

Figure 48. Computed acceleration profiles of the Orion capsule and Brinkley Dynamic
Responses resulted from the acceleration profiles in Gx direction. Adapted from
Lawrence, Fasanella, Tabiei, Brinkley, & Shemwell, 2008.
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Vv = 25 fps (low)㻌

Vv = 33.3 fps (high)㻌

Figure 49. Computed acceleration profiles of the Orion capsule and Brinkley Dynamic
Responses resulted from the acceleration profiles in Gz direction. Adapted from
Lawrence, Fasanella, Tabiei, Brinkley, & Shemwell, 2008.
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Figure 50. Maximum acceleration of Apollo Command Module along with vertical
velocity and pitch angle. Vn is vertical velocity in this graph. Adapted from Fasanella,
2009.
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Table 10
Acceleration Profile Data in +X-direction “Eyeball-in”
Parameters
Peak Accel., G
Peak Duration (t2-t1), ms
Onset rate (t1-t0), G/s
Offset rate (t3-t2), G/s
Total Accel. Duration (t3-t0), ms
Velocity, ft/s
Note. T0 = 0 s (beginning of time).

Nominal
10
20
333
-333
80
16.1

Off-nominal
30
20
1000
-1000
80
48.3

Table 11
Acceleration Profile Data in +Z-direction “Eyeball-down”
Parameters
Peak Accel., G
Peak Duration (t2-t1), ms
Onset rate (t1-t0), G/s
Offset rate (t3-t2), G/s
Total Accel. Duration (t3-t0), ms
Velocity, ft/s
Note. T0 = 0 s (beginning of time).

Nominal
7
30
333
-333
120
16.9
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Off-nominal
20
30
1000
-1000
120
48.3

Off-nominal

Nominal

Figure 51. Eiband Curve in +Gx-direction with indication of acceleration profiles in this
tests. Adapted from Parker & West, 1973.

Off-nominal㻌

Nominal㻌

Figure 52. Eiband Curve in +Gz-direction with indication of acceleration profiles in this
tests. Adapted from Parker & West, 1973.
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Test Procedure and Matrix
In order to perform all the sled tests smoothly and gain appropriate results,
Ground rules of this test are set up as follows:
−

Since Gy-direction G-load is negligibly small, the sled test will be carried out only in
Gx and Gz- direction as is shown in Figure 53.

−

The sled test will be examined in two pressurization modes: un-pressurization (visor
opened), and full-pressurization (3.5 psi higher than atmosphere). Control test (the
test with a dummy without IVA suit) also examined to make sure the effect of the
weight of the suit.

−

Considering all above conditions, we have 12 different types of the sled test to
examine. This test matrix and procedure are shown in Table 12.

−

Before starting each of the sled tests, a calibration test will be necessary to finish.
The calibration test will be carried out with just an empty seat. This will clarify any
disturbance or error caused by the previous test and the device reconfiguration.

−

As an IVA suit, DL/H-1 suit is used for this experiment. Cables connected to sensors
instrumented in ATD (50th percentile Hybrid III male Dummy) go out through wrist
region of the IVA suit.

−

The occupant is restrained to the seat and seat back by a lap belt, shoulder straps, and
a strap or straps to prevent submarining of the pelvis. It means that the restraint
system must provide at least a five-point harness restraint. Restraints must meet or
exceed the requirement defined in SAE AS-8043B “Restraints Systems for Civil
Aircraft”.
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Conventional aircraft seat is used for the experiment; however, the seat must satisfy

−

the requirement shown in Figure 54.

(a)

Gx-direction

Anthropomorphic
test device (dummy)

Stopper
Sled

Gz-direction
(b)

Figure 53. Schematic drawings describing how to measure individual accelerations by
impact sled system.
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Figure 54. Seat configuration. Torso restraints are shown in black, pelvis restraints are
shown in blue, and the negative-G restraint is shown in red. Adapted from Somers &
Gohmert, 2013.
Table 12
Impact Sled Test Matrix
Test number

Suit mode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Unsuited
Unpressurized
Full-pressurized
Unsuited
Unpressurized
Full-pressurized
Unsuited
Unpressurized
Full-pressurized
Unsuited
Unpressurized
Full-pressurized

Nominal or off
nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Off-nominal
Off-nominal
Off-nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Off-nominal
Off-nominal
Off-nominal

X-or Z-direction
X
X
X
X
X
X
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z

Note. These tests are suggested to be completed in order (from #1 to #12) since this order
is optimized to minimize the reconfiguration tasks between each test. Pressure inside the
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DL/H-1 suit is equal to atmospheric pressure in un-pressurized mode or 4.0 psi higher
than atmosphere in full-pressurized mode. Duration of the experiment is four days, so
that three tests are completed in a single day.
Hypothetical Result
It is expected, as a result of these tests, that wearing a full pressure suit will help
to mitigate the impacts and will increase the safety and survivability of an astronaut
during off-nominal G-load landing scenarios since it works as a buffer to mitigate impact
forces during splashdown, except the case of off-nominal G-load scenario. In that case, it
is expected that the impact in head region in full-pressurized mode is larger than that in
ventilation mode. This is hypothetically assumed to happen when the upper body moves
inside the space suit as it folds due to the certain gap between the upper body and the
space suit fabrics. Therefore, the head movement is highly likely to be accelerated
synergistically because of both the off-nominal G-load and the upper body movement.
Therefore, the next step is suggested to be to design and evaluate the effective inner
restraint system to harness the head movement inside of the full pressure suit.
Two types of conceptual inner restraint systems are introduced in Figure 55 and
56. The first one, which is shown in Figure 16, is a chest plate type inner “bladder”. it
should be made from stretchable material and contain air, so that it is able to not only
mitigate G-load on the chest area as a cushion but also infill the gap between the upper
body and the space suit fabrics. The second one, which is shown in Figure 17, is the
helmet type inner “bladder”. Since the head is hypothetically assumed to move back and
forward, it should be better to cover the entire region of the head like a road bike helmet.
However, unlike the chest type one, it is afraid of lower the mobility of neck movement if
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it infills the gap between the head and the helmet of spacesuit. Therefore, there should be
a discussion with respect to the depth of the bladder.

Air ejection

Figure 55. Chest plate type inner bladder. An air ejection point has to be prepared for the
case of depression.

Air ejection

Figure 56. Helmet type inner bladder. An air ejection point has to be prepared for the
case of depression..
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Figure 57 shows time histories of the slippages of the rap belts as a result of the
mechanical measurement experiment. Maximum slippages are 8 mm for abdominal part,
12 mm for lower part of shoulder part, and 3.7 mm for lower part of shoulder part. In the
case of the abdominal belt point, a salient peak is observed at the beginning of the suit
inflation. After that, the slippage decreases dramatically. It indicates that the abdominal
rap belt slips on the suit fabric and then kicks back.
Figure 58 and 59 show sequences of images of the space suit during
pressurization in the VLS and HLS. Figure 60 indicates time histories of pressure inside
the space suit in the VLS and HLS. Since videos shot by a camera do not tell the value of
the inside pressure directly but tells time, it is needed to convert time to the pressure.
Figure 61 to 68 shows the results of the image processing measurement for the VLS.
Figure 69 to 74 shows the results of the image processing measurement for the HLS.
These results are analyzed based on the expansion theory of the Brinkley DR method,
which is introduced in previous chapter. The theory estimates that the suit displacement
will be proportional to the pressure difference, which is expressed by Equation 19 and
(21). Therefore, regression lines are calculated for the displacement and pressure. These
lines are good reference to see how close the theory is to reality.
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Figure 57. Time histories of the slippages. (a) is at upper shoulder belt; (b) is at lower
shoulder belt; (c) is at side abdominal belt.
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2.5 psig
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3.0 psig
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Figure 58. A series of photos of the suit during pressurization in VLS.
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Figure 59. A series of photos of the suit during pressurization in VLS.
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Figure 60. Time histories of pressure difference between inside of the space suit and
ambient environment. (a) is in the VLS; (b) is in the HLS.
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Figure 61. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the shoulder point in the VLS. The relative displacement represents
Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs are made
by averaging the results from the right and left shoulder points. φ and Kp are estimated to
be 0.323 and 1.35.
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Figure 62. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the chest point in the VLS. The relative displacement represents Δd/(L+Δd). L
is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. φ and Kp are estimated to be 0.267
and 4.37.
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Figure 63. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the upper side abdominal point in the VLS. The relative displacement
represents Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs
are made by averaging the results from the right and left upper side abdominal points. φ
and Kp are estimated to be 0.486 and 5.61.
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Figure 64. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the lower side abdominal point in the VLS. The relative displacement
represents Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs
are made by averaging the results from the right and left lower side abdominal points. φ
and Kp are estimated to be 0.170 and 2.22.
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Figure 65. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the shoulder belt point in the VLS. The relative displacement represents
Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs are made
by averaging the results from the right and left shoulder belt points. φ and Kp are
estimated to be 0.344 and 1.38.
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Figure 66. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the side abdominal belt point in the VLS. The relative displacement represents
Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs are made
by averaging the results from the right and left side abdominal belt points. φ and Kp are
estimated to be 0.288 and 3.74.
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Figure 67. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the belt center in the VLS. The relative displacement represents Δd/(L+Δd). L
is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. φ and Kp are estimated to be 0.145
and 0.175.
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Figure 68. Average displacement and relative displacement of all the points as a function
of pressure difference in the VLS. The relative displacement represents Δd/(L+Δd). L is
the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. φ and Kp are estimated to be 0.681 and
9.00.
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Figure 69. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the shoulder point in the HLS. The relative displacement represents
Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs are made
by averaging the results from the right and left shoulder points. φ and Kp are estimated to
be 0.698 and 3.65.
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Figure 70. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the chest point in the HLS. The relative displacement represents Δd/(L+Δd). L
is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. φ and Kp are estimated to be 1.20 and
14.8.
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Figure 71. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the shoulder belt point in the HLS. The relative displacement represents
Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs are made
by averaging the results from the right and left shoulder belt points. φ and Kp are
estimated to be 0.698 and 3.65.
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Figure 72. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the side abdominal belt point in the HLS. The relative displacement represents
Δd/(L+Δd). L is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. These graphs are made
by averaging the results from the right and left side abdominal belt points. φ and Kp are
estimated to be 0.189 and 7.15.
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Figure 73. Displacement and relative displacement as a function of pressure difference in
the case of the belt center in the HLS. The relative displacement represents Δd/(L+Δd). L
is the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. φ and Kp are estimated to be 0.511
and 7.41.
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Figure 74. Average displacement and relative displacement of all the points as a function
of pressure difference in the HLS. The relative displacement represents Δd/(L+Δd). L is
the chest depth of the human surrogate, 200 mm. φ and Kp are estimated to be 0.760 and
7.76.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Table 13 shows a summary of suit coefficients φ and Kp at various test points. as
is seen in the table, theses coefficients varies from point to point, so that it could be
possible to apply the Brinkley DR method to any specific location using them although
further validation is required. Especially, regarding the relationship between the
displacement and the pressure difference, it can be said that it is linear according to the
graphs shown in previous chapter, except abdominal region. In the other regions such as
shoulder and chest regions, such linear characteristics are highly likely to be more salient
if the amount of statistical data is increased. In the case of the chest region, the marks in
the graphs (see Figure 62 and 70) are not well concentrated in line in this test. It seems to
be because of the unexpected slack of the space suit. Therefore, increase of the statistical
data will mitigate such disturbance. However, since slips and kickbacks of the rap belt
happen in the abdominal region as is seen from the results of the mechanical
measurement, the linear characteristics are not observed in the image processing
measurement. It could be potentially possible to exclude the slipping effects from the
results from image processing by using the results from mechanical measurement;
however, it is difficult at the present stage because it requires further experiment for
validation.
Regarding the comparison of the values of the suit coefficients in the VLS and
HLS, remarkable differences can be seen at all the test points as is shown in Table 13. It
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means that differences in seat configuration and orientation of the human body influence
these suit coefficients. Conversely, these coefficients can represent the characteristics of
such seat configurations. Of course, in order to completely validate this, further
experiments with various seats and body orientations are necessary.
Figure 75 shows corrective functions θ at all the test points in the VLS and HLS
as a function of the pressure difference. These graph shows that DR could be mitigated 5
to 15 % of impact acceleration during landing in suit ventilation mode (0.5-1.0 psig).
Especially, based upon the figure, injury risks in the shoulder region are highly expected
to be improved in the case of both the VLS and HLS, comparing to the other regions.
According to the theoretical expansion of the Brinkley DR method, the more the pressure
difference is increased, the more impact acceleration is mitigated. However, it is
anticipated not to mitigate the injury risk itself. This is because when the suit inflates at
high pressure like 3.5 psig, the gap between the body and the suit fabric might induce
additional body movement resulting increase of contact force. It is still not clear whether
the gap works in a similar way to the case of high pressure when the suit inflates at low
pressure like 1.0 psig; however, that effect at low pressure are likely to be smaller than at
high pressure even if further validation is needed to confirm it.
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Table 13
Summary of Suit Coefficients for Theoretical Expansion of the Brinkley DR Method
Test point
Shoulder
Chest
Upper side abdomen
Lower side abdomen
Shoulder belt
abdominal belt
Center of belt
Average

VLS
φ
0.3449
0.4044
0.2093
0.1201
0.3992
0.8319
0.1580
0.4283

HLS
Kp
1.224
6.466
3.290
3.253
1.539
12.98
0.3045
4.335
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φ
0.6707
0.7298
n/a
n/a
0.3384
0.2706
0.3944
0.5837

Kp
3.733
9.488
n/a
n/a
3.320
3.038
5.670
5.904

1.1

Corrective Function θ

1

0.9
0.8
0.7

Sholder
Chest
Sholder belt
abdominal belt
Center of belt
Average

0.6
0.5
0.4
0

1

2

3
4
5
Pressure difference [psi]

6

7

(a)

1.1

Corrective Function θ

1

0.9
0.8
0.7

0.6

Sholder
Sholder belt
Center of belt
Upper side abdomen

0.5

Chest
abdominal belt
Average
Lower side abdomen

0.4
0

1

2

3
4
5
Pressure difference [psi]
(b)

6

7

Figure 75. Comparison of corrective functions θ at all the test points in the VLS and HLS.
(a) is for the VLS; (b) is for the HLS.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
In this paper, historical overview of reentry accidents is discussed. The study of
such accidents provides several fundamental elements of safe reentry. Then, it is figured
out that several safety requirements for spacesuit, derived from the recent intense
motivation toward accomplishing commercial spaceflight are key issues for the future
space development. Therefore, the research in this paper, which is the research to
investigate how the full pressure suit affects crew injury risk against the acceleration
impacts during landing, is highly beneficial not only for development of the newgeneration space reentry capsules but also for many of manned space vehicle promoters.
Especially this paper focuses on the expansion of the Brinkley Dynamic Response
method, which is the most popular method for injury risk assessment in the aerospace
field but cannot take into account the characteristics of an IVA suit, crew seat, and
restraint. Therefore, in this paper, the theory for that expansion is developed and verified
based on the characteristics of the inflation of the space suit. Even if further statistical
data is needed, the theoretical expansion of the Brinkley Dynamic Response model seems
to be fair. The improved model shows that suit inflation will mitigate DR value, which
means that it will also mitigate landing injury risk on the crewmember. Fluctuation of the
data on those graphs will be stabilized when further statistic data is available. Actual
validation will be done by Dynamic Suit Inflation test (Impact Sled Test with suited
human surrogate). Further modification of the Brinkley DR method is welcome and
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encouraged. For example, in order to obtain anatomical understanding of this model, the
suit inflation experiments with real human subject are highly encouraged to be done.
Finally, this work certainly expand the area of the injury risk research in the
aerospace field, so that collaboration works with NASA, FAA, or any other aerospace
agency should be carried out for make further progress in this area.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Engineering Drawings

㻌
Figure 76. Dimension of model 404 spring return linear actuation conductive plastic
sensor, manufactured by BI Technologies Corporation. A unit of length is inch.
Copyright of BI Technologies Corporation. Adapted from
http://www.bitechnologies.com/pdfs/404.pdf.
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㻌
Figure 77. Dimension of the plastic sensor support. A unit of length is inch.

㻌
Figure 78. Dimension of the plastic sensor attachment. A unit of length is inch.
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㻌
Figure 79. Dimension of the arm plate. A unit of length is inch.

㻌
Figure 80. Dimension of the plastic arm holder. A unit of length is inch.
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Appendix B
Programming Codes for Image Processing
Camera Calibration
#include <stdio.h>
#include <opencv\cv.h>
#include <opencv\highgui.h>
#define IMAGE_NUM (71)
#define PAT_ROW (7)
#define PAT_COL (10)
#define PAT_SIZE (PAT_ROW*PAT_COL)
#define ALL_POINTS (IMAGE_NUM*PAT_SIZE)
#define CHESS_SIZE (21.36)
int
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int i, j, k;
int corner_count, found;
int p_count[IMAGE_NUM];
IplImage *src_img[IMAGE_NUM];
CvSize pattern_size = cvSize (PAT_COL, PAT_ROW);
CvPoint3D32f objects[ALL_POINTS];
CvPoint2D32f *corners = (CvPoint2D32f *) cvAlloc (sizeof (CvPoint2D32f) *
ALL_POINTS);
CvMat object_points;
CvMat image_points;
CvMat point_counts;
CvMat *intrinsic = cvCreateMat (3, 3, CV_32FC1);
CvMat *rotation = cvCreateMat (1, 3, CV_32FC1);
CvMat *translation = cvCreateMat (1, 3, CV_32FC1);
CvMat *distortion = cvCreateMat (1, 4, CV_32FC1);
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
char buf[256];
sprintf (buf, "C:\\Users\\wataru\\Desktop\\calib_img\\calib%02d.png", i);
if ((src_img[i] = cvLoadImage (buf, CV_LOAD_IMAGE_COLOR)) == NULL) {
fprintf (stderr, "cannot load image file : %s\n", buf);
}
}
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
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for (j = 0; j < PAT_ROW; j++) {
for (k = 0; k < PAT_COL; k++) {
objects[i * PAT_SIZE + j * PAT_COL + k].x = j * CHESS_SIZE;
objects[i * PAT_SIZE + j * PAT_COL + k].y = k * CHESS_SIZE;
objects[i * PAT_SIZE + j * PAT_COL + k].z = 0.0;
}
}
}
cvInitMatHeader (&object_points, ALL_POINTS, 3, CV_32FC1, objects);
int found_num = 0;
cvNamedWindow ("Calibration", CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE);
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
found = cvFindChessboardCorners (src_img[i], pattern_size, &corners[i * PAT_SIZE],
&corner_count);
fprintf (stderr, "%02d...", i);
if (found) {
fprintf (stderr, "ok\n");
found_num++;
}
else {
fprintf (stderr, "fail\n");
}
IplImage *src_gray = cvCreateImage (cvGetSize (src_img[i]), IPL_DEPTH_8U, 1);
cvCvtColor (src_img[i], src_gray, CV_BGR2GRAY);
cvFindCornerSubPix (src_gray, &corners[i * PAT_SIZE], corner_count,
cvSize (3, 3), cvSize (-1, -1), cvTermCriteria (CV_TERMCRIT_ITER |
CV_TERMCRIT_EPS, 20, 0.03));
cvDrawChessboardCorners (src_img[i], pattern_size, &corners[i * PAT_SIZE],
corner_count, found);
p_count[i] = corner_count;
cvShowImage ("Calibration", src_img[i]);
cvWaitKey (0);
}
cvDestroyWindow ("Calibration");
if (found_num != IMAGE_NUM)
return -1;
cvInitMatHeader (&image_points, ALL_POINTS, 1, CV_32FC2, corners);
cvInitMatHeader (&point_counts, IMAGE_NUM, 1, CV_32SC1, p_count);
cvCalibrateCamera2 (&object_points, &image_points, &point_counts, cvSize (640,
480), intrinsic, distortion);
CvMat sub_image_points, sub_object_points;
int base = 0;
cvGetRows (&image_points, &sub_image_points, base * PAT_SIZE, (base + 1) *
PAT_SIZE);
cvGetRows (&object_points, &sub_object_points, base * PAT_SIZE, (base + 1) *
PAT_SIZE);
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cvFindExtrinsicCameraParams2 (&sub_object_points, &sub_image_points, intrinsic,
distortion, rotation, translation);
CvFileStorage *fs;
fs = cvOpenFileStorage ("camera.xml", 0, CV_STORAGE_WRITE);
cvWrite (fs, "intrinsic", intrinsic);
cvWrite (fs, "rotation", rotation);
cvWrite (fs, "translation", translation);
cvWrite (fs, "distortion", distortion);
cvReleaseFileStorage (&fs);
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
cvReleaseImage (&src_img[i]);
}
return 0;
}
Image Undistortion
#include <opencv\cv.h>
#include <opencv\highgui.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define IMAGE_NUM (451)
#define START (40)
#define INCR (1)
int
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
IplImage *src_img[IMAGE_NUM], *dst_img[IMAGE_NUM];
CvMat *intrinsic, *distortion;
CvFileStorage *fs;
CvFileNode *param;
int i;
int a,b;
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
a = START+(INCR*(i+1))/10;
b = (INCR*(i+1))%10;
char buf[700];
sprintf (buf, "C:\\Users\\wataru\\Desktop\\inflation movie\\HLS_test_pics\\%d.%d0
s.tif", a,b);
if ((src_img[i] = cvLoadImage (buf, CV_LOAD_IMAGE_UNCHANGED)) == 0) {
fprintf (stderr, "cannot load image file : %s\n", buf);
return -1;
}
dst_img[i] = cvCloneImage (src_img[i]);
printf("%s....loaded\n",buf);
}
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fs = cvOpenFileStorage ("camera.xml", 0, CV_STORAGE_READ);
param = cvGetFileNodeByName (fs, NULL, "intrinsic");
intrinsic = (CvMat *) cvRead (fs, param);
param = cvGetFileNodeByName (fs, NULL, "distortion");
distortion = (CvMat *) cvRead (fs, param);
cvReleaseFileStorage (&fs);
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
a = START+(INCR*i)/10;
b = (INCR*i)%10;
char buff[700];
sprintf (buff, "C:\\Users\\wataru\\Desktop\\inflation movie\\HLS_test_pics_dis\\%d.%d0
s.tif", a,b);
cvUndistort2 (src_img[i], dst_img[i], intrinsic, distortion);
cvSaveImage(buff,dst_img[i],0);
printf("%s....output success!!!\n",buff);
}
for (i = 0; i < IMAGE_NUM; i++) {
cvReleaseImage (&src_img[i]);
cvReleaseImage (&dst_img[i]);
}
cvReleaseMat (&intrinsic);
cvReleaseMat (&distortion);
return 0;
}
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